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Abstract

The primary research challenge lies in mitigating and measuring geographical and demographic biases in generative models, which is crucial for ensuring fairness in AI applications. Existing models trained on web-crawled datasets like LAION-400M often perpetuate harmful stereotypes and biases, especially concerning minority groups or less-represented regions. To address this, I proposed a framework called CIC (Culturally-aware Image Caption) to generate culturally-aware image captions. This framework leverages visual question answering (VQA) to extract cultural visual elements from images. It prompts both caption prompts and cultural visual elements to generate culturally-aware captions using large language models (LLMs). Human evaluations confirm the effectiveness of our approach in depicting cultural information accurately.

Two key future directions are outlined. First, current image caption evaluation methods are inadequate for assessing culturally-aware captions, necessitating the development of new evaluation metrics leveraging cultural datasets and representations. Second, ethical considerations, particularly concerning stereotypes embedded in existing models, demand consensus and standards development through diverse cultural perspectives. Addressing these challenges is vital for the responsible deployment of AI technologies in diverse real-world contexts.

1 Main Research Directions or Challenges

My main research challenges are mitigating and measuring geographical and demographic biases in generative models. With the increasing usage of AI applications in the real world, developing applications that ensure fairness is becoming increasingly important. It is important for AI applications to avoid exhibiting discriminatory behavior toward specific groups or populations [Mehrab et al., 2021]. Large-scale datasets collected by crawling the internet without filtering contain malicious stereotypes and biases [Garcia et al., 2023]. Text-to-image generation models such as Stable Diffusion [Rombach et al., 2022] tend to generate images with a Western-centric focus or occasionally produce harmful stereotypes or inaccurate representations of minority countries [Liu et al., 2024].

My research focuses on mitigating and measuring cultural biases within text generation models such as image description and large language models (LLMs). To mitigate cultural bias, some research conducts fine-tuning utilizing language and description data collection from specific countries [Liu et al., 2021]. However, existing approaches rely on substantial data for training, making it challenging for minority ethnic groups or countries with scarce data availability. Other research utilizing prompting in LLMs inherently shows performance degradation for non-Western cultures lacking information [Tao et al., 2023]. Current bias measurement methods are limitations in accurately evaluating cultural bias by only measuring specific factors such as gender and race [Hirota et al., 2023; Zhao et al., 2021].

2 The Specific Contributions

Many Vision-Language Pre-trained models (VLPs) demonstrate remarkable advancements in image captioning [Li et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2022]. However, current state-of-the-art VLPs generate captions that overlook cultural information in various culture-related images. For example, in an image of a Korean person wearing traditional attire, existing models fail to describe the traditional Korean clothing known as hanbok. This issue arises because image-text pair datasets for image captioning often fail to capture and mostly omit cultural elements within the images.

To address this challenge, I have proposed a framework called CIC (Culturally-aware image caption) for generating culturally-aware image captions [Yun and Kim, 2024]. Collecting image-text datasets for various cultural regions is challenging, so I devised a method to obtain cultural visual elements through visual question answering (VQA). I generated questions for five cultural categories defined in the [Halpern, 1955]: architecture, clothing, food & drinks, dance & music, and religion. For the architecture category, a generated question is ‘What is the architecture style of the buildings in this image?’ Using all generated questions may
extract cultural visual elements not depicted in the image. Therefore, I utilized VQA only when the caption prompt from BLIP2 [Li et al., 2023] contained words related to cultural categories. Finally, generating culturally-aware captions using LLM model by prompting both caption prompts and cultural visual elements.

Our framework adeptly portrays cultural information (highlighted in red). Quantitative evaluation through word matching-based metrics such as BLEU and Rouge is limited to culturally-aware image captions. Human evaluations were conducted by recruiting participants from each cultural region for quantitative evaluation, and our framework was selected as the best in cultural depiction. Through this approach, I introduce a new task of culturally-aware image captioning and consider it the first step in generating image-text pair datasets for cultural images.

3 The Directions for the Remaining Work

There are two main future directions. First, existing image caption evaluation methods are unsuitable for assessing culturally-aware image captions. The CLIPScore [Hessel et al., 2021], as a method for evaluating image captions, is susceptible to cultural biases since it is also trained on existing image caption datasets. Hence, the evaluation of culturally-aware captions relies on human surveys. With the recent increase in research on collecting cultural datasets [Liu et al., 2021] and learning representations between cultural images and texts [Yin et al., 2023; Ignat et al., 2024], we plan to leverage such studies to develop new evaluation methods.

Secondly, there is a need for consensus on ethical issues such as stereotypes. The framework proposed earlier may generate inappropriate captions as it does not consider the stereotypes inherent in existing models. Ethical standards are needed to address these issues, and social consensus involving diverse cultural perspectives must be achieved.
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